
 

 

DL-Assignment1b 
Learning Image Embeddings 

 

ANIKET BAJPAI (2014CS10209) 

Problem Statement 

The main objective of the assignment was to get a similarity estimate between images of 

different classes in a fashion dataset (the Aditya Birla Online Fashion (ABOF) 

APP(Apparel) dataset was used). The various classes in the dataset [with number of 

items] were 

'Culottes' [ 64] 

'Dress' [2088] 

'Dupatta' [ 92] 

'Jacket' [ 845] 

'Jeans' [1624] 

'Joggers' [ 261] 

'Jumpsuit' [ 69] 

'Kurta' [1112] 

'Kurti' [ 96] 

'Leggings' [ 257] 

'Pants' [ 731] 

'Playsuit' [ 60] 

'Shirt' [3734] 

'Shorts' [ 843] 

'Shrug' [ 197] 

'Skirt' [ 341] 

'Suit' [ 104] 

 

 



 
 

'Sweater' [ 307] 

'Sweatshirt' [ 770] 

'T-Shirt' [4082] 

'Top' [2170] 

'Trousers' [1088] 

'Tunic' [ 244] 

'Vest' [ 84] 

'Windcheater' [ 38] 

The main aim was to learn pose invariance between items of different classes. 

Approach 
As was evident in the problem statement, the data provided was not sufficient for 

training a deep network to a good accuracy. Furthermore, the classes were unbalanced. 

To overcome the problem of insufficient data, data augmentation was done by applying 

several scale and translation filters to increase the amount of data by a factor of 5. 

Augmentation was performed unevenly across classes to get a roughly equal number of 

elements in each class (Balancing the data). This was done to prevent the model to overfit 

for some classes while not being well trained for others. Another advantage of data 

augmentation was that the model was forced to learn a scale and translation invariant 

representation of the data.  

It was also observed that some classes were not very different from others. Such classes 

were merged into a common class. Following this logic, the classes for (bags, backpacks 

and handbags); and (heels and wedges) were merged into one class each. 

80% of the data was used for training, 10% for test and 10% for validation. 

 

A siamese network was used for this task, as it is well suited to learn similarity measures. 
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Siamese neural network is a class of neural network architectures that contain two or 

more identical subnetworks. These subnetworks have the same configuration with the 

same parameters and weights. Parameter updating is mirrored across both subnetworks. 

Two types of subnetworks were tried for this task. First, I tried training using a siamese 

network formed from a LeNet, and subsequently using BVLC-Caffenet. 

Ratio of similar to dissimilar pairs was 1:20, and they were randomly selected from 

same/different classes respectively. 

Contrastive loss was used for training the Siamese network. 

 

Results 

Good results were obtained primarily using an MNIST Siamese net. The Caffenet Siamese 

net was frequently trapped in local minima while training, and unable to learn similarity 

measures. 

The MNIST Siamese net was trained until its loss minima reached a small value. The t-SNE 

visualization is shown below. (Shown for limited number of classes). 

 

The nearest neighbour results obtained were also good in practice.  
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